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Background Information
Cleanrooms are defined by their cleanliness level based on the absence of airborne particles present in a
sample of a giving volume. ISO 14644-1 is an international standard for cleanroom classification. Particle
counters are used to take a sample of air and determine if the sample meets the design and in use
specifications based on a classification table seen below.

In a cleanroom, depending on classification and usage, air change occurs anywhere from 10 to more
than 600 times an hour. The ambient outdoor air in a typical urban area contains 35,000,000 particles
for each cubic meter in the size range 0.5μm and bigger in measurement, equivalent to an ISO 9
cleanroom, while by comparison an ISO 1 cleanroom permits no particles in that size range and just 12
particles for each cubic meter of 0.3μm and smaller.
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Why is Cleanroom Air Change Rate Important?
Air change rates are important factors
in determining the design and
performance criteria for a cleanroom
HVAC system. The total rate, flow
pattern, and exchange efficiency have
far-reaching implications on cleanroom
performance and cost. The performance
and cost eventually determine the rateof-return on investment for a
cleanroom.
Airflow engineering is the primary
method of contamination control for both viable (living) and non-viable particles or microbes.
However, it’s also a primary requirement for the comfort and safety of a cleanroom’s most
prized producers: its operators.

ISO Definition of Cleanroom Air Exchange Rate
As defined by ISO 146144-4 standards: rate of air exchange is expressed as the number of air
changes per unit of time and calculated by dividing the volume of air delivered in the unit of
time by the volume of the cleanroom or clean zone.
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